Rubric for Slide Show Presentation
Content

Grammatical
Accuracy

slide show presents
required information
in a complete,
thoughtful way;
includes other
relevant and
interesting details;
may also express
more complex
content

grammatical
structures reflect a
high degree of
accuracy;
typographical and
accentuation errors
are minimal;
sentence structures
and word orders are
strong

Slide
Presentation
Composition
and
Organization

Sources

slides reflect a
thoughtful
presentation of
information; the
superior composition
and organization of
individual slides is
evident in the
attention given to
color and placement
of slide elements

oral presentation of
slide show is clear;
speaker uses a loud
enough voice and
enunciates well;
presentation shows
evidence that the
speaker has
previously practiced;
speaker uses good
pronunciation

sources of
information
are provided
as well as
letters or
emails from
picture
sources;
documentation
is exceptional

slide show presents grammatical
required information structures are
mostly accurate;
writing may exhibit
some problems with
use of correct verbs
and/or conjugations,
noun-adjective
agreement etc.;
typographical and
accentuation errors
are evident

pictures, text and
color are combined
to create an
effective slide show
presentation

presentation of slide
show by speaker is
clear; speaker uses a
loud enough voice and
enunciates;
presentation is not as
polished as it could be
and/or the speaker
has not worked
enough on
pronunciation

sources of
information
are provided
as well as
letters or
emails from
picture
sources

the content of the
slide show is missing
a significant amount
of the information
required to be
complete

grammatical
structures are
inconsistent;
significant problems
exist in sentence
structure and word
order; typographical
and/or accentuation
errors are
problematical

slide show includes
pictures, text and
color; placement of
text and/or pictures
and/or combination
of colors may not be
visually effective in
the presentation

presentation may be
lacking in its clarity:
speaker may not have
enunciated well or
spoke loud enough;
presentation may not
show evidence of
previous practice or
attention to good
pronunciation

some element
of
documentation
is missing or
incomplete

grammar needs
improvement; there
may be numerous
accentuation and/or
typographical
errors; problems
with sentence
structure and word
order may impede
comprehension of
content

organization and
composition of slides
do not reflect
thoughtful
consideration to
inclusion and
placement of: text,
pictures and/or
colors

presentation may be
unclear, speaker may
not speak loud enough
or enunciate well;
presentation does not
show evidence of
previous practice
and/or speaker has
not made adequate
efforts to have good
pronunciation

an attempt to
document
sources is
made, but it
is inaccurate
and/or
incomplete

presentation includes
little of the required
information; slide
show does not
indicate thoughtful
presentation of
information

Comments and
scores:

Score

4

3
2

1
Total Score

